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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Digital platform Pinterest has introduced Pinterest TV, a series of live and shoppable shows featuring the platform's
creators.

The new TV programming comes at a time when social media users are increasingly utilizing platforms to watch,
shop, try new products and engage with creators. Pinterest TV episodes will be refreshed daily, Monday through
Friday, but are recorded so that Pinterest users may view them on-demand at any time.

Pinterest TV
Beginning Nov. 8, episodes will air each weekday at 6PM EDT in the United States on iOS and Android devices.

Every Friday, products will drop in a live shopping setting where users may take advantage of discounts from
brands.

To access Pinterest TV, users click the TV icon in the upper left corner of the Pinterest app to view episodes, interact
with hosts, ask questions via chat and receive live answers.

Pinterest TV has launched with popular creators and brands, such as American fashion designer Christian Siriano,
whose show "Christian On" explores the most-searched fashion terms on the platform.
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Creators  can tag products  so users  may shop and purchase directly from a retailer. Image credit: Pinteres t

With Pinterest TV, the platform has launched a virtual studio where producers work directly with each creator to
develop content, providing "backstage" audiovisual support.

According to Pinterest, creators who have hosted Pinterest TV episodes during the pilot phase have substantially
increased their following on the platform, with some creators more than doubling their followers after a live
episode.

Creators are able to showcase and tag products so users can shop and purchase directly from the retailer's site.

Hosts have a "shopping toolbox" including a product drawer with prices and product details, product drops and
brand collaborations, a display of how much is left and a limited-time-offer module to offer discounts.

Last month, the platform rolled out a new suite of features for users to watch, make and shop creator content,
enhancing its reputation as a hub for product discovery and content creation.

With the launch of "Takes," Pinterest hopes to improve shoppable content features and offer news monetization
opportunities, ultimately driving community engagement (see story).
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